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Observations of synchrotron radiation across a wide range of wavelengths pro-
vide clear evidence that cosmic ray electrons are accelerated to relativistic
energies in supernova remnants (SNRs). It is widely accepted that these obser-
vations can be interpreted in terms of diffusive shock acceleration. However, the
search for a viable pre–acceleration mechanism to mildly relativistic energies
(the injection problem) remains an active field of research. Here we present com-
putational studies which show acceleration of electrons from background ener-
gies to tens of keV. We use an electromagnetic particle–in–cell (PIC) code, with
parameters appropriate for quasi–perpendicular collisionless shocks in SNRs.
Free energy for electron energization is provided by ions reflected from the
shock front, with speeds perpendicular to the magnetic field greater than the
upstream electron thermal speed. Large amplitude electrostatic waves, excited
initially via a two–stream instability at a single wave number, saturate when
a large fraction of the electron population is trapped by them: a power law
wavenumber spectrum eventually results. During this process electrons are ac-
celerated to speeds greatly exceeding those of the shock–reflected ions pro-
ducing the initial instability. Electron energization takes place through various
resonant and non–resonant processes, of which the strongest involves stochas-
tic wave–particle interactions. In SNRs the diffusive shock process would then
supply the final step required for the production of fully relativistic cosmic ray
electrons.


